The behavior of nanoparticle motion has a great influence on gas-liquid mass transfer. However, it has been very difficult to characterize the motion of nanoparticles from a micro view in mass transfer experiments. In this study, a novel method was proposed to investigate nanoparticle Brownian motion through the application of the total internal reflection fluorescence microscope in a selfdesigned sample (a quasi-static liquid micro-groove) and the mass transfer enhancement of nanoparticles. Nanoparticle movement behavior was photographed using an electron-multiplying charge coupled device, and 100 consecutive images were recorded using Micro-Manager software at a rate of 20 fps. The images were processed through the particle tracking velocimetry algorithm to calculate two-dimensional motion rates of nanoparticles caused by Brownian movement. It showed that nanoparticle loadings influenced the motion rates significantly, and the motion rates were larger with smaller particle sizes under the same operating condition. The mass transfer coefficients in the quasi-static gas-liquid mass transfer system were calculated and analyzed through microscopic measurement. Based on the above thought, three important non-dimensional numbers [Sherwood (Sh p ), Reynolds (Re p ), and Schmidt (Sc p ) numbers] for mass transfer theory were studied.
Introduction
In order to enhance heat and mass transfer, nanofluids produced by adding nanoparticles into liquids were used as efficient working fluids instead of conventional fluids. However, the structures and transfer characteristics of nanofluids were different from those of pure liquids or conventional liquid-solid mixtures due to the ultrafine size effect of nanoparticles [1] . Therefore, the traditional conclusions were not suitable for nanofluids. Numerous experimental and theoretical studies were carried out to investigate the mechanisms of heat and mass transfer enhanced by nanoparticles. Krishnamurthy et al. [2] observed the microscale mass transfer of a dye droplet in water-based nanofluid and pure water using a stereomicroscope, and found that the rate of dye diffusion is faster in nanofluids. The rate peaked when the volume fraction of nanoparticles was 0.5%. They thought that the time required for a dye to bypass a nanoparticle was shorter than that for a dye to bypass the particle under Brownian motion, but longer than that for convection current while traveling an equal distance. It indicated that not only did the nanoparticle Brownian motion cause the mass transport enhancement directly, but also the increased nanoscale stirring of the liquid induced by nanoparticle Brownian motion could be responsible for such enhancement.
The effects of nanoparticles on heat and mass transfer are multifaceted and complex. Koo and Kleinstreuer [3] compared the effects of Brownian motion, thermophoresis, and osmophoresis on thermal conductivity through relevant models. They found that the Brownian motion effect was more significant than the other two effects. The thermophoretic and osmophoretic motion effects were independent of particle size. However, the Brownian motion effect was influenced by particle size. Buongiorno [4] studied the convective transport in nanofluids and concluded seven slip mechanisms (inertia, Brownian diffusion, thermophoresis, diffusiophoresis, Magnus effect, fluid drainage, and gravity). It was considered that only Brownian diffusion and thermophoresis were important slip mechanisms in nanofluids [5, 6] . The nanofluid properties vary significantly within the boundary layer due to the effect of the temperature gradient and thermophoresis. Therefore, the boundary layer effect is one of the important factors influencing transfer characteristics, which should be studied further. Prasher et al. [7] found that convection caused by nanoparticle Brownian motion was the main factor for the enhancement of thermal conductivity through an order-of-magnitude analysis. They also obtained the correlations for the effective thermal conductivity of nanofluids based on the Brownian-motion-based convective-conductive model. Similarly, the transport mechanism in nanofluids has been widely studied [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , and it was universally recognized that micro-convection caused by nanoparticle Brownian motion was the main reason for heat and mass transfer enhancement.
Heat transfer and mass transfer are similar processes, and there is resemblance between them [13] . Nagy et al. [14] used the equation for the effective thermal conductivities of nanofluids to predict increased diffusion coefficient directly, and found that the theoretical results could agree well with experimental results. The effects of various nanoparticles on gas-liquid mass transfer were widely investigated through macroscopic experiments [15] [16] [17] [18] . Komati and Suresh [19] studied the effects of magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles on nanofluid properties, which influenced mass transfer significantly. However, the Brownian motion effect could not be studied from the microscopic point of view by experimental methods due to limitations of technical equipment. Nie and Lin [20] studied nanoparticle Brownian motion through direct numerical simulation using a fluctuating lattice-Boltzmann model, and relevant simulation studies were reported by Veilleux and Coulombe [21] . Yoon et al. [22] concluded that particle hydrodynamics caused enhanced mass flux through experimental and computational studies. Although the Brownian motion theory had contributed substantially to our understanding of various microscopic phenomena [23] , the effects of Brownian motion on mass transfer enhancement remains unclear and needs to be further investigated through advanced technology [24] .
In this paper, nanoparticle behaviors caused by Brownian movement in quiescent nanofluids were observed using total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy, and the nanoparticle motion velocities and mass transfer coefficients in nanofluids were calculated through an image processing method. The local convection induced by nanoparticle Brownian motion resulted in additional mass diffusion, called the micro-convective mass transfer. Finally, the correlation of additional diffusion coefficient caused by nanoparticle Brownian motion indirectly was obtained by dimensionless analysis.
Experiments

Experimental setup
The main devices of the experimental setup are a TIRF microscope (Olympus IX71, Olympus Corporation, Shinjuku City, Tokyo, Japan), electron-multiplying charge coupled device (EMCCD; iXon3-897, Andor, Oxford Instruments, Oxford, UK), image acquisition software (Micro-Manager, Oxford Instruments, Oxford, UK), reagents (Aladdin, Pudong New Area, Shanghai, China) and a sample cell, and the experimental system layout is shown in Figure 1 . Image acquisition is performed at a rate of 20 fps, and the exposure time is set to 50 ms. The evanescent wave generated by the total internal reflection on the observed samples would excite fluorescent particles in the 400-nm optical thin layer, and these particles would be observed in TIRF. TIRF visualizes flow field with high accuracy because it measures fluid flow in a non-contact method, which could avoid the interference of the flow field. Moreover, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the experimental image is very high. The structure of the sample cell is shown in Figure 2 , and it mainly consists of an air chamber (oxygen) and a liquid micro-groove (nanofluids). The inner diameter and length of the liquid micro-groove and air chamber are 4 mm and 20 mm, 29 mm and 23 mm, respectively. Vaseline with a uniform thin layer is used for sealing the cover glass (Fisher Scientific) onto the bottom wall of the sample cell. The cover glass with a thickness of 170 μm is translucent for the wavelengths of interests (excitation at 488 nm and fluorescence at 515 nm).
Experimental procedure
Firstly, the sodium sulfite solution with the concentration of 0.5 mol/l was made up using deionized water and sodium sulfite solid particles. Nanofluids with fluorescence effect were prepared: nanoparticles (10/20 nm TiO 2 , 20/60 nm SiO 2 ) were added into the sodium sulfite solution, and the mixtures were dispersed by ultrasonic vibration to prepare nanofluids with good stability. Fluorescent particles prepared by corresponding nanoparticles using 6-carboxy-fluorescein were selected and dispersed into nanofluids as the tracer particles, and the mass ratio of fluorescent particles to nanoparticles remained at 1:50. Then, pure oxygen was introduced into the gas chamber through the vent. After that, nanofluids were injected into the liquid micro-groove through a syringe and then the vent was plugged.
The TIRF microscope was transferred to the best working condition, and propagating light beam was aligned with the gas-liquid interface of sample cell placed on the stage. The gas-liquid interface was moved into the central field of view through the x-axis and z-axis adjustment knob, and the sample was focused through the coarse/fine focusing knob. Then, the sample was photographed at a rate of 20 fps with 100 consecutive images recorded using Micro-Manager software. Taking 20 nm TiO 2 nanoparticles with a solid content of 0.2 g/l as an example, the first five pictures photographed continuously at 0 min are shown in Figure 3 .
Image processing
A self-made procedure based on the particle tracking velocimetry algorithm was used to process the images with high SNR collected by EMCCD. The 100 images were divided into 99 adjoining pairs, as two adjacent images were treated as one pair. Image processing was divided into the following four steps sequentially.
Noise reduction
Faculae on the images could be divided into two types: one was formed by fluorescent microspheres deposited on the cover glass and remained stationary; the other was formed by free-moving fluorescent microspheres in the focal plane. The gray matrices of 100 images were superimposed and averaged as background noise. Before detecting particles, each image gray matrix should subtract background noise to eliminate the interference of stationary particles.
Particle identification
In order to separate the lighter spot signal and darker background noise, the original images were converted to binary images with a proper gray threshold. The number of pixels occupied by spots, all of which should be particles identified using connectivity, was recorded. The location with the maximum gray value was treated as the particle center position.
The spots with 1-25 pixels were regarded as effective particles because others with >25 pixels would contain many "false particles," such as particles caused by agglomeration or halo. The gray threshold is increased to further identify particles, and the above steps are repeated until all eligible particles are found.
In fact, gray distributions of spots generated by real particles should be consistent with Gaussian distributions, so the spots closest to the Gaussian distribution were screened to be real particles. As shown in Figure 4A coefficients between the gray distribution of each window and the Gaussian distribution were calculated. The pixel location with the maximum correlation coefficient was the true position of the particle. In addition, the center position of these particles was developed to sub-pixel level to improve speed accuracy.
Particle match
As shown in Figure 4B and C, 21 × 21 detection windows were established with particle position as the center for the two adjacent images at time t and t + Δt, respectively. Because of more than one particle within Figure 4B , the particle position in Figure 4B needed to be found to match that in Figure 4A best. A 3 × 3 detection window was established with the particle position in Figure 4B as the center, and correlation coefficients of gray distributions between the detection figure and Figure 4A were calculated. The particle with the maximum correlation coefficient was the best match. The particle match results for the images in Figure 3 are shown in Figure 5 , where a red dot (t) corresponds to a nearby green dot (t + Δt), showing the locations of a particle in two adjacent exposure times, namely adjacent images between 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, and 4-5 in Figure 3 . Compared with the experimental results (images in Figure 3 ), it could be calculated through Eqs. (1) and (2) that the average detection efficiency of effective particles was 87% and the average particle matching efficiency reached 95%, both of which showed that the accuracy of data processing was very high. where E d and E t represent the average detection efficiency of effective particles and the average particle matching efficiency, respectively.
Rate solving
Two-dimensional Brownian motion velocities on the focal plane could be calculated without the determination of distances in the z direction. The distances between a pair of particles in the x-direction and y-direction were assumed to be Δx and Δy, respectively. The interval was Δt, and the particle Brownian motion velocities could be calculated using the following equation:
Results and discussion
In order to improve the reliability and repeatability of the experiment, every experiment under the same condition was carried out five times, and the following results were the average of three parallel data values from multiple experiments.
Brownian motion velocity measurements
The experimental images of various nanoparticle conditions (10/20 nm TiO 2 , 20/60 nm SiO 2 ) in the Na 2 SO 3 solution with the concentration of 0.5 mol/l were processed using the above method, and Brownian motion velocities are shown in Figure 6 , which could verify the correctness of the results through comparison with the studies by Li et al. [25] . As can be seen from Figure 6 , the Brownian motion velocity of 10 nm TiO 2 nanoparticles at the lowest solid loading was 0.174 mm/s, which was the biggest among four kinds of nanoparticles. It was mainly because the mass of nanoparticles with smaller diameters was slight and the viscous resistance of nanoparticles was relatively small according to the Stokes theorem [26] ; therefore, the effect of random Brown force on the particle motion would be more obvious. In addition, Brownian velocity decreased generally with the increase of solid loading for four kinds of nanoparticles; for example, the velocity of 60 nm SiO 2 was decreased gradually from 0.150 to 0.141 mm/s by the solid loading increase from 0.2 to 1.0 g/l. The distance between nanoparticles was decreased by the increase of solid loading and the mutual effect between nanoparticles was strengthened, consulting in the reduction of nanoparticle motion. It could be verified from the Brownian velocity comparison of 20 nm TiO 2 and SiO 2 under the same solid loading: the particle number of TiO 2 was less than that of SiO 2 due to the difference of two molecular densities (ρ TiO 2 > ρ SiO 2 ); thus, the distance of TiO 2 was longer than that of SiO 2 and the Brownian velocity of TiO 2 was greater than that of SiO 2 .
It could be concluded that the Brownian motion velocity was influenced by the diameter and solid loading of nanoparticles. When the solid concentration was from 0.4 to 0.8 g/l, the Brownian motion velocity was smaller for smaller particle sizes under the same operating condition. However, some other things need to be further studied for the effects of solid loadings on Brownian motion velocity: both Brownian motion velocities for 10 nm TiO 2 and 20 nm SiO 2 at a solid loading of 1.0 g/l increased.
Mass transfer coefficient measurements
At the initial time, the pressure on both sides of gas and liquid is the same. Due to the chemical reaction between oxygen and sodium sulfite, the pressure of the liquid side was greater than that of the oxygen side as oxygen was ) absorbed. Thus, the liquid column moved to the oxygen side until the pressure is balanced on both sides of the liquid column. The volume of oxygen absorbed by nanofluids of sodium sulfite was equal to the volume passed by the liquid column and could be calculated by the migration length of the gas-liquid interface. The images of samples at 0 and 30 min are shown in Figure 7 . Comparing the coordinates of the gas-liquid interface position at 0 and 30 min using Micro-Manager software, the distance traveled by the gas-liquid interface could be calculated. The curved shape of the gas-liquid interface is shown in Figure 8 , which was affected by the interfacial tension. In this paper, the curved shape was assumed to be constant in 30 min because the interfacial tension change of nanofluids could be negligible.
Five corresponding positions on the gas-liquid interface of images were selected at 0 and 30 min equidistantly, and the distances between them were calculated. The average value is regarded as the distance traveled by the gas-liquid interface. The volume of oxygen absorbed by nanofluids is given by 
where V m is gas molar volume under standard conditions, T is experimental temperature, which is 25°C, and t is the time for mass transfer. According to the definition of the mass transfer coefficient of gas and liquid, it could be expressed as follows:
where k L represent the mass transfer coefficient of liquid; c * A and c A are oxygen concentrations at the gas-liquid interface and another boundary of nanofluid, respectively; and a is cross-sectional area for mass transfer, which is measured multiple times and averaged through the contact angle measuring instrument. c A is assumed to be 0 due to the very slow oxygen diffusion rate. c * A can be given according to Henry's law:
where p is oxygen pressure and its value is 101,325 Pa and H is Henry's constant, which is 7.813 × 10 7 Pa · l/mol. Here, a is given by 2 ) , 8cos
where θ is the contact angle between nanofluid and oxygen, as shown in Figure 8 . The mass transfer coefficients in the quasi-static liquid micro-groove enhanced by nanoparticles under various conditions are shown in Figure 9 . 
Theoretical analysis
Liquid creeping flow [27] could be caused by nanoparticle Brownian motion, and the thickness of the moving hydrodynamic boundary layer around the nanoparticles is larger than the distance between the nanoparticles even for very low particle loadings. Therefore, the flow field around particles can interact and form micro-convection, which increases the velocity gradients of liquid infinitesimal to generate additional mass diffusion called "micro-convective mass transfer." Considering various factors affecting mass transfer, such as nanofluid properties, nanoparticle loadings, diffusion coefficient, and Brownian motion velocity, dimensionless analysis is used to study micro-convective mass transfer, which mainly includes the Sherwood number (Sh p ), Reynolds number (Re p ), and Schmidt number (Sc p ) [28] .
Sherwood number
Assuming that the distribution structures of particles in the nanofluids are the same and the additional mass diffusion coefficients are isotropic, the micro-convective mass transfer caused by nanoparticle Brownian motion could be expressed as
where J is the mass transfer; D represents the diffusion coefficient; c is the gas concentration; and i represents x, y, and z directions, respectively.
The effective diffusion coefficient in nanofluids can be considered as the sum of the diffusion coefficient in the pure solutions and the additional mass diffusion coefficient [29] . A modified Sherwood number (Sh p ) is introduced to characterize the ratio of micro-convection and diffusion mass transfer based on macroscopic convective mass transfer theory. The effective diffusion coefficient is given by
where D 0 and D p are the diffusion coefficient in the pure solutions and the additional mass diffusion coefficient, respectively. The value of D 0 is determined by the StokesEinstein equation, which is 1.128 × 10 −9 m 2 /s. Therefore, the mass transfer enhancement by nanoparticles in this experiment could be analyzed by Sh p , which could be calculated by the following equation:
where k L is the mass transfer coefficient calculated in Section 4.2 and d p is the diameter of nanoparticles. The calculated results for the Sh p of the two nanoparticles (20 nm TiO 2 , 20 nm SiO 2 ) are shown in Figure 10 with various nanoparticle loadings (0.2-1 g/l). As can be seen from Figure 10 , the Sh p rises with the increase of nanoparticle loading when the nanoparticle loading is <0.6 g/l, but decreases with the increase of solid content when the nanoparticle loading is >0.6 g/l, showing that there is an optimum solid content for nanoparticles in this quasi-static gas-liquid mass transfer experiment, similar with Bahmanyar et al. [30] and Moghiman et al. [31] . For SiO 2 nanoparticles, the Sh p is obviously weaker than that of TiO 2 nanoparticles because of the different adhesion force of the two kinds of particles.
Reynolds number
In addition to the modified Sherwood number, the Reynolds number characterizes the influence of Brownian motion on the moving hydrodynamic boundary layer around the nanoparticles and the expression of Re p in the local area affected by nanoparticle motion is as follows:
where v is the nanoparticle Brownian motion velocity that could be calculated through the above measurement, and ρ nf and μ nf are density and dynamic viscosity of nanofluids, respectively. Figure 11 shows the variations in the Re p number for TiO 2 -Na 2 SO 3 and SiO 2 -Na 2 SO 3 nanofluids; the nanoparticle loading differs from 0.2 to 1.0 g/l at a same diameter of 20 nm. It can be obviously seen that the variation trend is consistent with the velocity change of particles shown in Figure 6 , as the type and loading of nanoparticles have a weak influence on the density and dynamic viscosity of nanofluids in the TIRF experiment. The Re p for both kinds of TiO 2 and SiO 2 is very close. It could verify that there is a similarity in Brownian motion for the different nanoparticles with the same diameter and temperature condition [32] .
Schmidt number
The Schmidt number (Sc p ) is a non-dimensional parameter defined as the ratio of the kinetic viscosity and the diffusion coefficient, shown in Eq. (13) , which is used to describe the effect of viscosity on the mass diffusion coefficient:
where v nf is the kinetic viscosity coefficient, D 0 is the diffusion coefficient in the pure solutions, and ρ nf is the density of nanofluids, obtained using Eq. (14) . μ nf is the dynamic viscosity of nanofluids, which is experimentally measured. The experimental data on ρ nf and μ nf of 20 nm TiO 2 and SiO 2 nanofluids with different solid contents are listed in Table 1 :
where ε is volume fraction of nanoparticles, and ρ p and ρ w are the density of nanoparticles and base fluid, respectively. As Figure 12 shows, the values of Sc p for TiO 2 -Na 2 SO 3 and SiO 2 -Na 2 SO 3 nanofluids are equal and increase with the increase of nanoparticle loadings gradually, almost , which are in conformity with the result of the calculation of the Sherwood number and the Reynolds number.
Conclusions
A novel method was proposed to study the Brownian motion effect on mass transfer enhancement by using the TIRF microscope. The images with high SNR were recorded by using EMCCD and processed to calculate nanoparticle Brownian motion velocity using a self-made procedure based on the particle tracking velocimetry algorithm. The Brownian motion velocity calculated in the experiment was significantly influenced by nanoparticle loading, and it was bigger with a smaller particle size under the same operating condition. Moreover, the mass transfer coefficients in nanofluids were calculated using Micro-Manager software. Three non-dimensional numbers (Sh p , Re p , and Sc p ) for the mass transfer theory were studied. The nanoparticle motion made the effect of convection a thousand times greater than that of diffusion in the mass transfer process. Compared with the blank solution, the introduction of the nanoparticles caused the nanofluid dynamic viscosity to increase and linearly vary with nanoparticle loadings.
Although the flow field around nanoparticles could interact and form micro-convection and the mass transfer in micro-groove was a process with low Reynolds number, the motion of nanoparticles could obviously generate additional mass diffusion called "micro-convective mass transfer" due to the Brown effect.
